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System Security, Spring 2010 - Exercise 4

Exercise 1: Stack frames

1) info stack prints a backtrace of the entire stack where every stack frame is displayed
on a new line. The currently executing frame has the number zero and is followed
by its caller (frame one) and so on. On every line the number of the frame and the
function name are displayed, the program counter value is also shown unless it is right
at the beginning of the function. Additionally the source file name and line number as
well as the arguments of the function are shown. If the arguments were optimized out
by the compiler they can’t be shown and will therefore display as <value optimized
out>.

info frame prints the description of the currently selected stack frame. Using the
frame number as the argument the corresponding stack frame can be shown. The
description of the stack frame includes: the address of the frame, the address of the
next frame down, the address of the next frame up, the language in which the source
corresponding to the frame is written, the address of the frame’s arguments, the
address of the frame’s local variables, the program counter saved in it and which
registers where saved in the frame.

2) The figure 1 on the next page shows the stack contents of the stack frame of cpybuf
for string input ABCDEFGH.

The size of the vulnerable buffer can be determined using info locals while the
stack frame is selected and then whatis buff which outputs the type and size of the
variable (type = char[12]). Therefore we know that the size of the buffer is 12 bytes.

Sources: [1]

Exercise 2: Stack overflow

1) If the string argument has more than 20 chars (including the ’\0’) (12 bytes buff, 4
bytes saved ebx, 4 bytes saved ebp) there will be a segmentation fault since we did
overwrite the return address with a value that is not a valid memory location that we
are allowed to access, unless the argument has been prepared such that we reach a
valid address. e.g. return to the beginning of the main function ./vulnapp `python
-c ’print "A"*20+"\xf0\x84\x04\x08"’` (without any arguments being set).

2) a) If a segmentation fault occurs after a function call this means that the function
tried to to access a memory location that it isn’t allowed to access or that it tried
to manipulate the memory in a way that is not permitted (e.g. overwriting system
code or writing to a read-only part of the memory).

b) A illegal instruction error can occur if the computer tries to execute a malformed,
unknown or privileged instruction.

Sources: [3, 2]
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ebp+4 0x08048575 Saved RET: return address

ebp 0xbfacb558 Saved EBP: base pointer

ebp-4 0xbfacb5f4 Saved EBX

ebp-8 buff[8–11] 0xbfacb500 (00 => ’\0’)

ebp-12 buff[4–7] 0x48474645 => ’HGFE’

ebp-16 buff[0–3] 0x44434241 => ’DCBA’

...

...

...

...

ebp-36 &args 0xbfacd74a (address of args)

esp, ebp-40 &buff 0xbfacb528 = ebp-16 (address of buff)

Figure 1: stack content

Exercise 3: Buffer overflows, Setuid-bit

1) When a program that has the setuid-bit set is executed it will run with the user
rights of the file owner instead of using the permissions of the user that executed the
program.

2) A program that uses the setuid-bit can be considered as being especially dangerous
since weak points (e.g. buffer overflows) in such a program will help the attacker to
gain higher privileges respectively privileges of the file owner and therefore access data
and run code under his permission context. e.g. an attacker could become root if he
finds such an exploitable bug in the sudo or passwd program which use the setuid-bit.

3) Not allowing files with the setuid-bit set might be a solution however disabling the
setuid-bit would often be impractical since there would have to be another way of
handling permissions inasmuch as there is frequently the problem that an user needs
temporarily elevated permissions (e.g. when using sudo or mount). The setuid-bit has
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the advantage that it needs only few lines of code in the kernel to implement such a
feature.

Sources: [4]

Exercise 4: Exploits

1) If an attacker learns that there exists a weak point in a program he will first try to
find the location of the weak point in the program and the cause (e.g. strcpy that
causes a buffer overflow). He will then analyze the layout of the stack (e.g. the size
of the vulnerable buffer as well as the size of any other data that gets stored on the
stack and their ordering on the stack) after the weak point gets triggered. When he
analyzes the stack he will also determine the location of the return address, which will
most likely subsequently be modified by the exploit.

By modifying the return address that is stored on the stack the attacker can redirect
the program flow, run existing code or even execute his own code. Therefore in the
next step the attacker will construct the desired payload (e.g. execute a shell) which
he will then try to include into the program’s memory, however there might still be
a few obstacles to overcome (e.g. the attacker can not use the null character in the
input, or if the memory addresses are dynamic).
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